To
All SNAC

Sir / Madam,

As you must be aware that Government of India has dispensed with the system of release of funds through traditional modes and has introduced the system of PFMS whereby the funds would be allocated out of Govt. account to the organizations only registered under this system.

In line with this, the National Trust has also adopted the same methods. Accordingly, it has now become mandatory for the beneficiary organizations to get themselves registered with PFMS in order to place on record the proper utilization of funds by end users. Hence it would not be possible for the disbursing agencies to follow the earlier modes for release of funds.

In view of above, National Trust has been registered with the PFMS for budgetary support for running the schemes through Registered Organizations (RO). Hence all the ROs will have to mandatorily get themselves registered with PFMS in the same manner. Henceforth the funds will be released to ROs through this system only.

You are therefore requested to take immediate steps for registration of your organization with PFMS (https://pfms.nic.in) under “Agencies” menu. Had this been done by you, kindly link your system with National Trust schemes through the steps mentioned below:

1. Login to PFMS
2. My Schemes and select “Support to National Trust” (or write code 3305)
3. Funds Received from Agency
4. Fill in required details etc.

This will be validated by your bank and will be linked to National Trust portal. Further funds will be released through this system only.

In case of any query, please contact:

Mr. Jasvinder Pal Khera (011-43187807) jasvinder@thenationaltrust.in
Mr. B.S. Negi (011-43187826) bharat@thenationaltrust.in

All further funds will be released through the PFMS only. Any delay in registration under the system will lead to delay in release of funds.